We have developed a coarse-grained (CG) model of a polymer-clay system consisting of organically modified montmorillonite nanoclay as the nanoparticle in accordance with the MARTINI forcefield. We have used mechanical properties and cleavage free energy of clay particle to respectively parameterize bonded and nonbonded interaction parameters for an organically modified montmorillonite (oMMT) clay particle where intergallery Na + ions are replaced by tetramethylammonium (TMA) ions. The mechanical properties were determined from the slope of stress-strain curve and cleavage free energy was determined by allowing for full surface reconstruction corresponding to a slow equilibrium cleavage process. Individual dispersive and polar contributions to oMMT cleavage energy were used for determination of appropriate MARTINI bead types for CG oMMT sheet. The self-consistency of developed MARTINIFF 2 parameters for TMA-MMT -polymer system was verified by comparing estimates for select structural, thermodynamic, and dynamic properties obtained in all-atomistic simulations with that obtained in coarse-grained simulations. We have determined the influence of clay particle on properties of three polymer melts (polyethylene, polypropylene, and polystyrene) at two temperatures to establish transferability of the developed parameters. We have also shown that the effect of clay-polymer interactions on structure-property relationships in polymer-clay nanocomposite system is well captured by Rosenfeld's excess entropy scaling.
Both molecular dynamics simulations and experimental characterization have shown that composite morphology and properties depend rather sensitively on chemical details of the system, 12, 13 with solubility parameters for various PNC components, and clay modifier length and density on platelet surface identified as important parameters governing composite morphology and properties. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Further, it has been suggested that the length scale associated with composite properties, e.g., water vapor permeability properties of polymer films, is not the mesoscale but rather the nanoscale of the material. 22 Whereas mesoscale and continuum simulation (finite element method, dissipative particle dynamics) methods find use in estimation of macroscopic properties consistent with modelled effective potentials, molecular simulations with chemically specific forcefields are better suited to investigate consequences of specific intermolecular interactions between various PNC components. Further, equilibrium molecular simulation trajectories are required for accurate determination of these effective potentials.
However, the key issue that limits the application of molecular simulation on polymeric materials is the long relaxation times associated with polymer dynamics and the requirement of large system size for anisotropic particles. To this end, systematic coarse-grained (CG) models have been developed for various macromolecules, wherein a few atoms are replaced by a single bead and consistent effective interaction potentials are obtained for such CG beads. One category of CG forcefields have modeled polymer chain by a bead-spring model with non-bonded interactions modeled at a low-level detail as "repulsive", "neutral", or "attractive". 23, 24 In another class of CG forcefields more details of the specific chemical make-up of the effective bead are included enabling investigation of effect of nature of monomer-monomer, monomer-solvent and/or monomer-particle interactions. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] These effective potentials between coarse-grained beads can be obtained by either employing an iterative Boltzmann inversion (IBI) scheme to match radial distribution functions 31 or by determining potentials of mean force between CG beads. 32 Johnston and Harmandaris 11 have reviewed work on development of CG potentials and multiscale modeling approaches for model polymer-solid interfacial systems.
Chemically specific coarse-grained models for the specific case of silicate mineral claypolymer composites (PCNCs) 9,33-35 can be extremely useful because of significant effect of the nature of interactions between various components on composite properties. 36 It has been shown that a subtle management of characteristics (polarity, aspect ratio, molecular weight, etc.) of individual components can lead to a synergistic improvement in properties of PCNCs. 14, 16 Suter et al. obtained a coarse-grained yet chemically specific representation of interaction potentials for a montmorillonite-poly(ethylene glycol)/poly(vinyl alcohol) composite by employing the IBI scheme and were able to provide a quantitative description of dynamical process of polymer intercalation into clay tactoids. 33 Structure-based IBI schemes have been shown to often have poor temperature transferability of interaction parameters 37 and are expected to require additional parameterization on change of polymer matrix or clay intergallery ions. 33, 38 In this work we use an alternative approach wherein we have extended the existing MARTINI forcefield (MARTINIFF) to polymer-clay systems. MARTINIFF is a thermodynamicsbased CG model wherein 3-4 atoms are grouped into a single bead, and the interaction parameters are determined by reproducing the densities and partitioning free energy of molecules between an aqueous phase and an organic phase. 39, 40 The MARTINIFF beads are classified into four main types on the basis of their polarity. It was originally developed for lipids, and has been shown to be accurate and up to 200 times faster than all-atomistic simulation. 40 It was shown to capture 75-solvent and the formation of ordered structures on the surface through self-assembly 44 and the structural changes to lipid membrane that result from the addition of aliphatic alcohols with various alkyl tail lengths. 45 MARTINIFF is based on parameterization of individual chemical building blocks, and therefore, provides a systematic framework for extension to multi-component systems.
Transferability of MARTINIFF parameters with change in temperature, solvent, or particle functionalization has been validated for a variety of systems. 29 We have used mechanical
properties and cleavage energy of clay particle to respectively parameterize bonded and nonbonded interaction parameters for an organically modified montmorillonite (oMMT) particle.
Individual dispersive and polar contributions to oMMT surface energy were used for determination of appropriate MARTINI bead types for CG oMMT sheet. The surface energy is determined by allowing for full surface reconstruction corresponding to a slow equilibrium cleavage process. 46 A self-consistent parameter set for clay-polymer interactions is then obtained to accurately reproduce structural, thermodynamic, and dynamic properties of a polymer-clay system. The transferability of developed parameter set was verified by varying the matrix polymer (PP, PE, or PS) and temperature. Structure-property relationships in polymer-clay systems were investigated using Rosenfeld scaling.
Methods
Fig. 1(a) shows the 2:1 (T-O-T) structure of montmorillonite (MMT), typical of layered phyllosilicates. We have used organically modified MMT clay particle with unit cell formula layer were chosen at random to obtain a charge exchange capacity (CEC) of 90 mmol/100 g and it was ensured that no Mg-(OH)2-Mg pairs exist. 47, 46 Three different polymers were used, namely polyethylene (molecular weight: 2240 g/mol; PE80), polypropylene (4200 g/mol; PP100), and polystyrene (10400 g/mol; PS60). The molecular weight was chosen to be just below the entanglement length of each polymer 48 so that equilibrium trajectories are sampled in reasonable simulation time.
Both all-atomistic (AA) and coarse-grained (CG) molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using GROMACS 5. barostat ( H = 3.0 ps) for simulations used for property calculation. For in-vacuo (no solvent) simulations of clay particles, the box dimension along -axis was fixed at 100 nm (to eliminate effect of electrostatic interactions with mirror image) with periodic boundary conditions along and . INTERFACE FF database and intergallery Na + ions were replaced by TMA ions. The position of TMA ions was then equilibrated by moving them 1 nm away from both (100) surfaces, creating several different (10) initial arrangements and carrying MD simulations till potential energy converges for each starting structure. The configuration with lowest potential energy was used for subsequent simulations. This equilibrated AA sheet was also used to obtain an initial configuration for the CG TMA-MMT sheet with 228 beads.
Model development for
The equilibrium statistics on bond and angle distribution for effective CG beads were obtained from a 10ns simulation of an all-atomistic TMA-MMT sheet. We have defined a bond potential for all neighboring CG bead pairs where the corresponding central atom ( , , ) are connected by an angle potential in AA representation. We have not used any torsion potential for the coarse-grained sheet since even the all-atomistic INTERFACE forcefield does not require any torsion potential to represent the clay particle. 46 Figure S1 ).
The box dimension was increased up to 3.203 nm in extension runs and decreased up to 3.016 nm in compression runs. For this set of simulations, pressure coupling was used only along .
Relaxation along and a vacuum space above clay particle ( 
where, h is the thickness of the clay sheet defined as the distance between center of mass of outermost oxygen atoms. The cleavage free energy (or surface tension) was obtained by considering a slow equilibrium cleavage process allowing for full surface reconstruction of clay particle. In this case, the entropic contribution to cleavage free energy is expected to be negligible for inter-gallery cations that do not consist of large alkyl tails, such as Na + and TMA + . 61 We have therefore used the difference in total potential energy between two configurations (see Figure S2 ) -(state i) two clay particles in contact and (state ii) two clay particles separated by a large distance (10 nm), as an estimate of cleavage energy for the (001) surface. To mimic slow equilibrium cleavage process, the separated configuration was prepared by starting from the equilibrium configuration for two sheets in contact and moving one sheet perpendicular to (001) surface (i.e., along ) in steps of 0.5 nm, equilibrating each intermediate configuration for 2 ns. The simulation with two clay particles in contact is also used to determine basal spacing for the given clay model. For both the contact and separated (by analogous to classical surface theory, 62 we divided the cleavage energy into polar (electrostatic) and dispersive (Lifschitz-van der Waals) contributions.
We have used two model clays for identification of appropriate MARTINI types for CG beads.
We obtained a reference level for interaction strength n,o by using a Pyrophyllite clay that has no isomorphic substitutions, and as a result, its cleavage energy is primarily composed of dispersive contribution only. 46 (S or L) beads and n,o = 0.47 nm otherwise. This default choice for n,o correctly reproduced the basal spacing for coarse-grained models of both pyrophyllite and TMA-MMT.
The procedure employed here for determination of LJ well-depth for L-type beads, and division of non-bonded LJ interaction energy (in MARTINIFF, well-depth n,o is dependent on polarity of building-blocks) into dispersive and polar components is described below briefly (full details in SI section Text S1). We consider the interaction strength between two non-polar beads, sqc,sqc or pqc,pqc (for L type), as purely dispersive. On this basis, the polar component of LJ interactions in MARTINIFF was defined as per equation 2.
We then defined the LJ well-depth for a pair of L-type beads such that the polar component of LJ interaction for L-type bead pair is same as that of S-type bead pair and the dispersive component is equal to pqc,pqc (equation 3).
The LJ well-depth for cross-interaction between a L-type bead with any MARTINI bead (not Ltype) are taken to be the same as that for corresponding S-type bead with any MARTINI bead, for example, pq2,sq2 = sq2,sq2 , pq2,q2 = sq2,q2 , etc. The interaction matrix for LJ well-depths, incorporating the L-type beads and all other MARTINI beads used in the present study, is summarized in Table S2 .
MD simulation of Polymer-Clay System
A single periodic-sheet of TMA-MMT was placed in the plane with polymer molecules placed above the (001) MARTINIFF parameters for polymer beads were taken from Rossi et al. 29 (PS) and Panizon et al. 28 (PE and PP). The LJ well-depth for all pairs of polymer-clay CG beads are given in Table S2 .
For each polymer, simulation was done at 1 bar and two temperatures above the corresponding glass transition temperature. Details of polymer-clay systems simulated here are given in Table 1 .
Slow polymer chain configuration relaxation and slow conformational dynamics in polymer melt systems necessitate a careful simulation set-up protocol. Some key details of the procedure used for obtaining equilibrium properties of polymer-clay system are given below with additional details in SI section Text S2.
Preparation of simulation box at target density. Equilibrium configuration of [TMA]
+ ions on the clay (001) surface was obtained using the same procedure as described in section 2. Property calculation for polymer-clay systems. Periodic annealing simulation was followed by a long simulation coupled to V-rescale temperature at c and Parrinello-Rahman barostat at 1 bar.
All properties were calculated from four repeat simulations (two sets of polymer chain configurations and two velocity seeds). Each simulation was run for 2 " , where Brownian relaxation time 66 ( " ) is defined as the time in which the chain MSD equals / ( Two-body excess entropy. The two-body (pair correlation) contribution to conformational excess entropy, / , was calculated from the total radial distribution function (RDF) for polymer heavy atoms, ( ). It has been shown that / accounts for 80%-90% of the excess entropy for a LennardJones fluid 67 . An ensemble invariant expression for / of a fluid at density and temperature is given by equation (4). 68 For simulation in NPT ensemble, average number density of polymer heavy atoms, 〈 〉 was used.
The monomer RDF was calculated separately in near and far regions by defining thin slices of width 0.37 nm along . The gmx rdf utility of GROMACS was suitably modified to calculate RDF in a thin slice. An average for / in near region was calculated from the value in 3, 3, and 2 slices in the near region and 4, 4, and 4 slices in the far region for PE, PP, and PS, respectively.
Polymer configurational entropy. The chain configurational entropy, " , was calculated using the heuristic formula introduced by Schlitter which has been extensively tested and the expected error is within 5% for condensed phase systems. 69 Translational least-square fit was used to remove slowly converging degrees of freedom from the calculations, and therefore, we obtain the configurational entropy, instead of the absolute entropy.
Polymer segment diffusivity. The diffusion coefficient ( ) was calculated from the long-time slope of mean squared displacement (MSD) in , as given by the Einstein diffusion equation:
where, 〈| ( ) − (0)| / 〉 is the mean square displacement (MSD) of the particle center of mass. We have used the trajectory of center of mass of each Kuhn segment for determination of MSD. For calculation of in the near (far) region, trajectory data for a segment is used only for the time it is in the near (far) region and belongs to a chain assigned to the near (far) region. (6).
D is scaled by macroscopic reduction parameters (density and temperature) defined in term of a mean inter particle distance, = . ] • Ÿ , and the thermal velocity, = ( " / ) ]// .
Results and Discussion
The self-consistency of developed MARTINIFF parameters for TMA-MMT -polymer system was verified by comparing estimates for select structural, thermodynamic, and dynamic properties obtained in all-atomistic simulations with that obtained in coarse-grained simulations. We have calculated all properties separately in near-clay and far-clay regions, as the former is expected to provide a stringent check for suitability of developed CG parameters for modeling the claypolymer system. We have determined the influence of clay particle on properties of three polymer melts (PE, PP, and PS) at two temperatures to establish transferability of the developed parameters. ) were also determined from same set of simulations. CG nonbonded potential. The self-interaction between clay beads, quantified using the cleavage free energy for the (001) basal surface ( ) and the basal spacing( ), was used to determine appropriate MARTINI type for various CG beads in TMA-MMT. As explained in methods section, the LJ size parameter n,o was taken to be the same as that for finegrained S-type ring beads defined in MARTINIFF and this gave correct basal spacing for both pyrophyllite and TMA-MMT (Table   2 75 and aggregation of polysaccharides. 76 This effect is further accentuated in the present case because of dense covalent bonding and significant ionization in phyllosilicates, which were shown to lead to distinctly lower well depths for LJ dispersion interaction in the INTERFACE FF for sheet atoms in comparison with corresponding rare gases. 46 Not surprisingly, we found that a simple scaling down of n,n of SN0 bead leads to an excellent reproduction of corresponding AA values for and of pyrophyllite ( Table 2 ). This bead with a reduced n,n ¡= 0.213 sqc,sqc ¢ is referred to as LN0, a new non-polar finegrained bead found suitable for modeling the dispersive contribution to surface energy of phyllosilicates which have a dense covalent bonding framework. blocks. 65 The dense covalent network is expected to suppress only the dispersive interactions, and therefore, the polar contribution to LJ well-depth ( n,o ) for L-type beads is taken to be the same for MARTINI S-type beads. Accordingly, n,o for self-and cross-interaction between various L-type beads is defined as per equation 3. These choices gave an excellent agreement for cleavage energy as well as its polar and dispersive components calculated from CG and AA simulations ( Table 2) .
We note that the cleavage free energy, σ of −105.6 Ricci et al. 77 showed that when their variational implicit solvent method (VISM) is combined with MARTINIFF, a simple downscaling of MARTINI n,o values bought solvation energies as well as its partitioning among coupled energy terms (hydrophobic, vdW, and electrostatics) from coarse-grained approach to a good quantitative agreement with the ones from atomistic approach. We note that in all the previous cases MARTINI n,o were downscaled uniformly, while in present case we find that partitioning each n,o into polar and dispersive components and downscaling only the dispersive component provides best agreement for partitioning of TMA-MMT cleavage energy among the polar and dispersive contributions.
Structural, thermodynamic, and dynamical properties of clay-polymer systems.
A model exfoliated polymer-clay nanocomposite was prepared by adding a thick layer of polymer melt (≈ 4~ along z-axis) above the basal surface of clay (see Figure S3 ). The three polymer systems investigated here are PE80 (80 ethylene monomers), PP100 (100 propylene monomers), and PS60 (60 styrene monomers). Some key differences between the chosen polymers include use of normal MARTINI bead (two ethylene monomers) for PE versus finegrained S-type bead (one propylene monomer) for PP, with both coarse-grained representations consisting of only backbone beads. In contrast, PS consists of a large side-chain (phenyl group) modeled by a ring of three Stype MARTINI beads. Below, we report data on comparison of an extensive set of properties determined from the coarse-grained approach versus the atomistic approach. For all three polymers, simulations were carried out at a lower temperature around 50 K above respective glass transition temperatures ¡~¢ and a higher temperature around 100-150 K above ~ .
Polymer density profile normal to clay surface. We first validate simulation equilibration by comparing average density obtained here for polymer melts (without clay particle), c , with that in literature. The melt properties are also used a reference level for determining effect of clay on polymer. 28 Rossi et al. 29 , whose parameters for polystyrene are used here, reported a density of Several computational studies have shown that polymer chains near solid surfaces are highly affected with respect to the isotropic bulk wherein polymer-clay interactions govern overall structural and dynamic behavior in the near surface regime. 80 A density peak of 3-5 times the bulk value was reported for strongly attractive interactions in case of polyethylene near a graphite sheet 4 and polyethylene oxide near Na-MMT. 81 In contrast, we observe the first peak height for polymers near TMA-MMT surface to be around 1.5 times the bulk value, indicative of weakly attractive interactions. The effect of clay on the monomer density profile is observed up to a distance of approximately 1.5 nm (~~) form the clay surface, as also observed for the PE-graphite 4 and PSsilica nanoparticle systems, 82 indicating a smaller effect of polymer-clay interactions on the range of clay induced layering. We have therefore used the layered monomer density profiles to divide the simulation box in two regions: (i) the near-clay region (from the clay surface up to the third peak of density profile) and (ii) the far region (at distances greater than that of the third peak). For all cases the monomer density variations are not significant beyond the third peak, and hence, polymer properties are expected to be significantly altered by the clay only in the as-defined near region. Small shifts in this boundary between near and far regions does not affect our conclusions.
Effect of clay on polymer chain conformation. We have characterized polymer chain conformation using radius of gyration (~) and end-to-end distance ( @ ), with average and standard deviation used to define the distribution. The data for all three polymer-clay systems as well as polymer melts is reported in ( experimental value obtained using Small-angle X-ray scattering studies 85 ) . f & g PS60 (CG simulation by Rossi et al. 29 .
chain re-orientation effects. The latter was used to explain the observed increase in component of ~ parallel to a hard wall wherein there are no enthalpic interactions between the clay and polymer beads. 86 Strongly attractive surface -polymer interactions in case of polyethylene oxide near Na-MMT were shown to lead to up to two times (w.r.t. melt) increase in ~ of near surface polymer chains. 81, 87 Cho et al. 88 reported elongation of polyethylene chains (higher @ ) near the solid surface and linked it to energetically favorable polymer-surface interactions. Similarly, neutron scattering data on ultra-thin films (12 nm) of polystyrene on glass substrate revealed an increase of up to 1.5 times in the parallel component of ~. 86 In contrast, repulsive surface -polymer interactions were shown to lead to a slight decrease in ~ of near surface chains. The increase in ~ in the range of 1.06-1.14 for the systems in this study is indicative of weakly attractive surfacepolymer interactions for PE80, PP100, and PS60 chains on TMA-MMT. Therefore, the chain conformation data is in sync with observation of weak layering in monomer density profiles perpendicular to clay surface.
Radial distribution function and conformational excess entropy. Layering of fluid near a surface or in confinement is typically not a direct measure of effect of surface on thermodynamic and dynamical properties of fluid. Karatrantos et al. 88 observed no difference in the monomermonomer RDFs for the polymer nanocomposite system and the pure melt even though the polymer density near the solid surface was higher than that in bulk. Using model wall-colloid interactions it was shown that inferences made on dynamical properties on the basis of extent of particle layering can be misleading and conformational excess entropy ( @[ ) was instead used to quantitatively explain the link between colloidal particle diffusion coefficient and wall-colloid interactions. 89 To this end, we have calculated the two-body contribution to excess entropy, / , using bead-bead RDFs in thin slices parallel to the clay sheet. In fact, because of this quantitative link between RDFs and thermodynamic and dynamic properties, the RDFs are sometimes used as a reference property for determination of effective potentials between coarse-grained beads. 31 We have calculated the 2D RDFs, ™™ /µ ( ), using either the center of CG bead, or in case of AA simulations, using the center of mass of atoms in corresponding CG bead. The comparison of RDFs obtained from the coarse-grained simulations with those from the atomistic simulations (shown in Figure 3 ) will provide a very stringent test, since, within the MARTINI approach the CG parameters are not obtained using RDF matching. Previous studies on MARTINIFF models of the polymers used here did not report comparison between atomistic and coarse-grained RDFs. 28, 29 The bead-bead RDFs for PE80 -TMA-MMT system as obtained in CG simulations compares very well with that obtained in AA simulations in both near and far regions at both 390 K and 450 K. Again, the broadening and lowering of RDF peak for AA simulations can be mainly attributed to use of center of mass of atoms in a CG bead. In contrast, the RDFs for polypropylene and polystyrene obtained from coarse-grained and atomistic approach compare poorly, with key difference being an outward shift in the first peak of atomistic RDFs. The outward shift is particularly noticeable for polypropylene for which use of smaller, fine-grained MARTINI S-type bead provided a better agreement with atomistic ~ and Re values but led to higher density for coarse-grained melt. We acknowledge that further work is required to obtain a better set of MARTINI parameters for modeling polypropylene melt. Finally, we note that for all cases there is a small increase in local ordering in the near-clay region which is clearly manifest by larger | / | in the near region w.r.t. that in the far region / melt, and this difference in / between near and far regions is correctly captured by CG simulations ( Figure S5 ). We will re-visit this difference in / in the near and far regions in our discussion on diffusion-entropy scaling and show that changes in diffusion coefficient near the clay surface are quantitatively linked to changes in / .
Chain conformational entropy. The differences in static fluctuations of a polymer chain in the near and far regions can be adequately characterized by chain conformational entropy. Therefore, it provides another quantitative measure (besides ~ and @ ) for determining effect of clay on the polymer conformation and validate developed CG parameters. Figure 4 shows conformational entropy per bead ( 1 ) for each of the AA and CG clay-polymer systems. 1 for the atomistic simulation was calculated using one atom per CG bead (see methods for details). The 1 values a decrease of 7.5% in 1 was reported for a PE50 chain in an aqueous solution 90 and a decrease of 4.7% was reported for a 200-bead SAW chain in a SAW melt. 91 The CG models for polymer molecules used here were validated by comparing reproduction of property changes with change in solvent. 28, 29 The transferability of CG model of clay-polymer system developed here needs to be established for the case of a significant change in solvent (for example, replacing polymer melt by and aqueous solution) and will be part of a future study. Chain self-diffusion coefficient. Since MARTINIFF has been parameterized using thermodynamic properties, comparison of dynamic properties between atomistic and coarsegrained approach will provide a self-consistency check for developed CG parameters. Here, we have used changes in self-diffusion coefficient of the polymer near TMA-MMT surface as one dynamic property for validation of CG parameters. We have used long trajectories, with total AA data is shown by textured bars and CG by solid bars.
simulation time large enough to obtain chain center of mass mean-squared displacement up to eight times / , as essential for accurate determination of diffusion coefficients. The self-diffusion coefficient for chain center of mass, 1·2¸¹ , obtained here using the atomistic simulations compare fairly well with data reported using modified nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) field gradient technique. 92 We for PS53 melt at 500 K.
To determine the role of clay surface on polymer diffusion we have calculated the selfdiffusion coefficient of effective segments (taken equal to Kuhn length), º , in the near-clay and far region separately (see methods for details). We note that the CG simulation timescale is expected to be different from atomistic simulation timescale. 29 For example, we obtain a value of 1.41 and 0.6 for the ratio of 1·2¸¹ from CG and AA simulations in PS60 at 560 K and 650 K respectively, while Rossi et al 29 reported this ratio to be 1.5 at 540 K. The observed decrease in diffusivity ratio of coarse-grained to atomistic with increase in temperature is also in accord with
Rossi et al. 29 Therefore, we compare only the relative change in near and far region º w.r.t. the value in melt, ºc . Figure 5 shows this comparison of normalized self-diffusion coefficient for effective segments in all three polymer-clay systems at both temperature levels. As expected, º ºc ⁄ is almost unity in the far region for both PE80 and PP100 chains in all cases, and for PS60 chains in the atomistic simulation. Segmental diffusivity in far region of coarse-grained PS60-clay system is about 62.2% and 74.3% of the melt value at 560 K and 650 K, respectively. This discrepancy, which can be related to larger layering observed in the monomer density profiles in the CG model (Figure 3 decreased by approximately half that of the remaining layers. 81 Similarly, a significant decrease in near surface chain diffusion compared to the bulk value was reported for strongly attractive interactions in case of polyethylene near a graphite surface. 4 In contrast, a small increase in chain diffusivity near a smooth surface was reported in case of repulsive polymer-surface interactions. 93 In the same study, a decrease in diffusivity in range of 0.6-0.9 was reported in case of attractive polymer-surface interactions. The extent of reduction in near surface º for PE80-clay and PP100-clay systems is indicative of weakly attractive interactions and/or near surface chain re-orientation, analogous to similar observation of effect of TMA-MMT on monomer density profiles, ~, @ , and chain conformational entropy. The reduction in near surface º is much larger for PS60-clay system, captured by both atomistic and coarse-grained models, the observed effect being even larger than that reported for case of strongly attractive polymer-surface interactions. Since polystyrene is hydrophobic and TMA-MMT is hydrophilic we believe this much stronger effect of surface on PS60 diffusion is linked to optimal near surface packing of polymers with a large side-chain group. We quantify this connection using diffusion-excess entropy scaling, where the latter captures static pair and higher order correlations between atom or bead positions.
Diffusion-entropy scaling
In the previous section we have shown a consistent effect of clay surface, temperature, and polymer type on polymer chain structure (~, @ ), polymer morphology near clay surface (monomer density profile, 2D RDFs), chain and effective segment diffusion coefficients, and and high temperature level (filled), PE80 (triangle), PP100 (square), and PS60 (circle).
respective RDFs. We have used all polymer CG beads for calculation of / in the coarse-grained model and all polymer heavy atoms for the atomistic model. Figure 6 (a),(b) show the data on reduced self-diffusion coefficient for effective segments, š * , plotted versus / for the atomistic and coarse-grained simulations, respectively. In both cases, the data corresponding to three polymers (PE80, PP100, PS60), two temperature levels, two systems (polymer melt and polymerclay), and two regions (near-clay and far) overlap on essentially a single master curve. The data sets for atomistic and coarse-grained simulations are excellently fit by š * = 0.033 .].½¾ † ® and š * = 0.28 .¿.À½ † ® , respectively. Similar exponential scaling for diffusion-excess entropy has been obtained for a diverse set of systems. 70, 71 Figure 7 shows the analogous scaling of š * with chain conformational entropy, 1 . An exponential scaling is observed in this case, albeit with a larger scatter in both atomistic and coarse-grained data. This shows that excess entropy which is based on static positional correlations of intra-and inter-chain atoms/beads provides a better probe for determining effect of surface on polymer dynamics than conformational entropy which is based on only intra-chain positional fluctuations, even though the latter will also be (indirectly) affected by the local environment of a given chain.
Conclusions
We have reported development of a chemically specific coarse-grained model for a montmorillonite-polymer system based on the MARTINI forcefield. Montmorillonite (MMT) is an aluminosilicate clay mineral (phyllosilicate) with isomorphic Al •± → Mg /± substitutions in the octahedral layer. We have shown that the resultant increase in clay surface polarity is accurately captured by the developed CG model. We found that a new L-type bead with reduced MARTINI LJ well-depth ( n,o ) is required to accurately model the dispersive contribution to surface energy of phyllosilicates which have a dense covalent bonding framework. We further found that partitioning of each n,o into polar and dispersive components, and downscaling only the dispersive component provides best agreement for partitioning of TMA-MMT cleavage free energy among the polar and dispersive contributions. The mechanical properties of the clay particle were reproduced for the coarse-grained sheet by tuning the stiffness of harmonic bond and angle potentials. The stiffness values to correctly represent high rigidity of a clay particle was found to be much higher than typical MARTINIFF values. We then validated self-consistency and transferability of developed parameters for clay-polymer system by comparison of an extensive set of properties determined from the coarse-grained approach versus the atomistic approach for three polymers, viz. polyethylene (PE80), polypropylene (PP100), and polystyrene (PS60). We have calculated all properties separately in near-clay and far-clay regions, as the former is expected to provide a stringent check for suitability of developed CG parameters for modeling the claypolymer system. Overall, we showed that developed CG parameters gave approximately 100 times speed-up in simulations and provide a good quantitative agreement for structural, thermodynamic, and dynamic properties calculated from the atomistic approach. The near-clay change in properties was indicative of weakly attractive surface-polymer interactions for all three polymers on TMA-MMT basal surface, with the exception of near-surface diffusion of PS60. The reduction in near surface polymer diffusion for PS60-MMT system was even larger than reported decrement for strongly attractive surface-polymer interactions. We relate this much stronger effect of surface on PS60 diffusion to associated structural rearrangement in near surface packing of polymers with a large side-chain group. We quantified this connection using diffusion-excess entropy scaling, where the latter captures static pair and higher order correlations between atom or bead positions.
Data from both atomistic and coarse-grained simulations followed this dynamic-thermodynamic scaling. In future we will investigate applicability of developed parameters for hydrophilic polymer melts as well as polymers in aqueous solutions.
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